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EXCHANGE RATES

Al-Muzaini Exchange Co.

ASIAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer 304.000
Euro 348.990
Sterling Pound 389.580
Canadian dollar 234.210
Turkish lira 53.810
Swiss Franc 314.860
US Dollar Buying 296.650

ASIAN COUNTRIES
Japanese Yen 2.818
Indian Rupees 4.419
Pakistani Rupees 1.945
Srilankan Rupees 1.718
Nepali Rupees 2.750
Singapore Dollar 226.530
Hongkong Dollar 38.910
Bangladesh Taka 3.584
Philippine Peso 5.942
Thai Baht 9.930
Malaysian ringgit 77.779

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal 81.121
Qatari Riyal 83.551
Omani Riyal 790.123
Bahraini Dinar 807.760
UAE Dirham 82.823

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash 21.750
Egyptian Pound - Transfer 18.219
Yemen Riyal/for 1000 1.221
Tunisian Dinar 108.960
Jordanian Dinar 429.530
Lebanese Lira/for 1000 0.203
Syrian Lira 0.000
Morocco Dirham 32.513

Dollarco Exchange Co. Ltd

Rate for Transfr Selling Rate
US Dollar 303.640
Canadian Dollar 231.025
Sterling Pound 386.455
Euro 346.375
Swiss Frank 298.070
Bahrain Dinar 807.490
UAE Dirhams 83.070
Qatari Riyals 84.310
Saudi Riyals 81.865
Jordanian Dinar 429.550
Egyptian Pound 18.210
Sri Lankan Rupees 1.719
Indian Rupees 4.379
Pakistani Rupees 1.933
Bangladesh Taka 3.596
Philippines Pesso 5.904
Cyprus pound 18.065
Japanese Yen 3.825
Syrian Pound 1.590
Nepalese Rupees 2.739
Malaysian Ringgit 74.225
Chinese Yuan Renminbi 44.515
Thai Bhat 10.825
Turkish Lira 52.785
Singapore dollars 222.971

Swiss Franc 0.304695 0.316695

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.204947 0.216947
New Zealand Dollar 0.198424 0.207924

America
Canadian Dollar 0.226730 0.235730
US Dollars 0.299900 0.305200
US Dollars Mint 0.300400 0.306200

Asia
Bangladesh Taka 0.003002 0.003803
Chinese Yuan 0.042713 0.046213
Hong Kong Dollar 0.036985 0.039735
Indian Rupee 0.003783 0.004555
Indonesian Rupiah 0.000017 0.000023
Japanese Yen 0.002731 0.002911
Korean Won 0.000253 0.000268
Malaysian Ringgit 0.070066 0.076066
Nepalese Rupee 0.002674 0.003014
Pakistan Rupee 0.001398 0.002168
Philippine Peso 0.005821 0.006121
Singapore Dollar 0.219368 0.229368
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.001349 0.001929
Taiwan 0.009976 0.010156
Thai Baht 0.009571 0.010121
Vietnamese Dong 0.00013 0.00013

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.791796 0.808296
Egyptian Pound 0.018609 0.021969
Iranian Riyal 0.000084 0.000085
Iraqi Dinar 0.000209 0.000269
Jordanian Dinar 0.423866 0.432886
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.000000 1.000000
Lebanese Pound 0.000151 0.000251
Moroccan Dirhams 0.021330 0.045330
Omani Riyal 0.783292 0.788972
Qatar Riyal 0.079234 0.084174
Saudi Riyal 0.079980 0.081280
Syrian Pound 0.001289 0.001509
Tunisian Dinar 0.102936 0.110936
Turkish Lira 0.046211 0.056056
UAE Dirhams 0.081343 0.083043
Yemeni Riyal 0.000988 0.001068

CURRENCY BUY SELL
Europe

British Pound 0.378630 0.392530
Czech Korune 0.005595 0.014895
Danish Krone 0.042305 0.047305
Euro 0. 339369 0.353069
Georgian Lari 0.131870 0.131870
Hungarian 0.001146 0.001336
Norwegian Krone 0.031673 0.036873
Romanian Leu 0.065123 0.081973
Russian ruble 0.004849 0.004849
Slovakia 0.009081 0.019081
Swedish Krona 0.028782 0.033782

BAHRAIN EXCHANGE COMPANY WLL

NBK ECONOMIC REPORT
Gulf Air increases 
direct Delhi service
MANAMA:  Gulf Air, the national carrier of the
Kingdom of Bahrain, is set to increase its direct Delhi
service from two to three daily flights starting from
9th July 2019. Strengthening relationship with Indian
nationals residing in the Gulf region as well as sup-
porting tourism between both nations, Gulf Air has
provided direct air services between India and
Bahrain since 1960, operating 75 weekly flights to
eight destinations in India: Mumbai, Delhi, Chennai,
Thiruvananthapuram, Cochin, Hyderabad, Calicut and
Bangalore. 

Commenting on the upcoming increase, Gulf Air’s
Chief Executive Officer, Kresimir Kucko said: “We
are constantly developing strategies to satisfy the
high demand to and from India and cater to our pas-
sengers’ needs across the Gulf Air network. Gulf Air’s
increased Delhi frequency will enhance the existing
Gulf Air service to one of our national carrier’s eight
destinations in India. With additional flights between
Bahrain and Delhi we are offering enhanced schedule
flexibility for our valued travelers while also creating
improved connections for those travelling to and
from Gulf Air’s network of onwards destinations
across the globe.”

Gulf Air is well positioned to link regional travellers
to Delhi while allowing seamless movement from the
Indian city to several key regional and European des-
tinations with excellent connectivity via Bahrain
International Airport. The additional Delhi flights will
take effect from 09th July 2019.

By Faten Omar

KUWAIT: Kuwait Economic Society (KES) hosted an
open meeting at its headquarters in Bneid Al-Ghar on
Sunday entitled “Economic Reality and Aspirations for the
Business Environment” in which Minister of Trade and
Industry and Minister of State for Services Khaled Al-
Roudhan attended as chief guest.

In his speech, the minister Al-Roudhan said, “This is an
annual meeting to discuss economic issues of the country
and hold consultations with the Kuwait Economic Society
on our aspirations for the future of the country’s economic
development. The discussion is useful for the ministry dur-
ing which we used to receive good observations and sug-
gestions  from experts in addition to the recommendations
being made by the KES in a thoughtful manner,” he said.

Regarding the new amendment of the Companies Law,
he said that the new amendment allows Kuwaiti banks with
branches across Europe to issue public offering in their
overseas branches.

He noted that the Ministry of Commerce and Industry
has accomplished a series of significant legislative and
regulatory improvements during the past three years help-
ing Kuwait move up in Global Competitiveness Index. “The
ministry’s efforts came as a part of the government’s
efforts to realize  the vision of His Highness the Amir
Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah to transform
Kuwait into a financial and commercial center. These
achievements have been made following many seminars

and workshops,” he pointed out. Roudhan noted that the
Ministry has taken an important step in the development of
the legislative structure by approving a series of laws. In this
regard, the ministry adopted an inclusive approach that
involved many relevant bodies, including public-benefit
organizations, who presented their perceptions and views
on the country’s economic growth and development and
pinpointed the problems they faced in coping with global
challenges.  The Ministry of Commerce has completed 12

projects in the area of mechanization. Also, six laws have
been passed under the legislative reform program. “Nine
other laws in legislative reform program are still underway,
such as the amendment of the Family Businesses Law,
Auditors Law, Amendment to the Competition Protection
Law, Collective Financing Law, Civil Aviation Law, Electronic
Commerce Law, Amendment to Import Law 1964, Law
Establishing Kuwait Post, and the Law of Preventive
Settlement, Restructuring and Bankruptcy Law,” he said.

The minister said his department has “prepared” a law
for audit practicing, noting auditors’ key task is to screen
financial data and ensure compliance of companies with
the relevant laws. The draft law regulates consultancy and
sets rules and criteria for auditors. The Kuwaiti govern-
ment had issued, in coordination with the parliament, a
number of financial, economic and investment laws, as
part of the strategy to stay abreast of global economic
developments.

KES meeting discusses Kuwait’s 
economic aspirations and goals

Al-Roudhan cites significant reforms in Companies Law

KUWAIT: Minister Khaled Al-Roudhan speaks during the meeting. — Photos
by Yasser Al-Zayyat

KUWAIT: A view of the participants attending the open meeting hosted by Kuwait Economic
Society (KES) at its headquarters on Sunday.

GDP set to rise as 
Kuwait looks to 
double gas output 
by FY2023/24
KUWAIT: Economic growth is stuck in a modest 1-3 per-
cent range over the forecast period, slightly below the
regional average. This reflects the large size of the oil sec-
tor where growth is capped by the recent OPEC+ agree-
ment. Oil GDP will be lifted as Kuwait looks to almost dou-
ble gas output by FY2023/24. The start-up of the Clean
Fuels Project (2020) and Al-Zour refinery (2021) will near-
ly double refining capacity.

Non-oil growth will remain subdued due to fiscal pres-
sures and slow pro-growth reforms. Non-oil growth is
seen at 2.5-2.8 percent per year, with steady oil prices
underpinning confidence and public spending rising albeit
at a limited pace. Near-term prospects for consumer
spending are decent with consumer loan growth at a five-
year high of 11 percent y/y in April, supported in part by
easing lending restrictions and employment growth.
Project implementation could improve given an ample
project pipeline, and a backlog from delays, and the gov-
ernment’s commitment to capex under Vision 2035 goals.
However, we do not expect much stronger non-oil growth
absent progress on the reform agenda and larger fiscal
stimulus. 

Inflation is forecasted to remain low at 1-2 percent.
Downside pressures are coming from housing rents, which
showed renewed weakness in 1Q19, and food prices, which
are impacted both by international prices and local subsi-
dies. Core inflation is expected to hover at around 2 per-
cent reflecting moderate economic growth, a strong dinar
with respect to trade partner currencies, and the absence
of taxes (VAT, Excise) or large subsidy cuts. 

Kuwait would be included in MSCI emerging market
index as of May 2020 conditional on meeting two condi-
tions by November. This inclusion is expected to bring in
about $2.8 billion in passive inflows and an estimated $7
billion in active inflows. 

Budget to swing back into deficit 
The fiscal balance could register its first surplus in four

years in FY2018/19 mainly due to higher oil prices and
weak spending. Assuming some rebound in spending this
year, a swing back into deficit is likely. Although the gov-
ernment’s financial reserves provide a large near-term
cushion and debt levels are low, underlying fiscal pressures
are rising due mainly to the absence of reforms to broaden
the tax base, and continued pressures on spending includ-
ing from further hiring in the public sector. We estimate
assets in the General Reserve Fund - used to fund the
budget shortfall - of KD 24 billion (60 percent of GDP) in
March 2019 which can finance the cumulative (after trans-
fers) budget deficit of KD 11 billion through FY2021/22 and
pressure on reserves would be eased further if the new
debt law is approved. 

The external position by contrast is robust, with a large
albeit declining current account surplus seen throughout
the forecast period. As well as oil receipts, the surplus is
supported by returns of around KD 5 billion (12 percent of
GDP) per year on the government’s assets held abroad. The
financial account will see continued large net outflows,
especially in the absence of sovereign debt issuance or
stronger inward FDI. The latter stood at $0.3 billion in
2018, reflecting Kuwait’s low rank in measures of competi-
tiveness and ‘ease of doing business. 

Credit growth has picked up 
Credit growth has recovered, climbing back above 5

percent y/y so far this year after averaging 2.3 percent in
2018. We expect the trend to be broadly flat for the rest of
this year, with stronger consumer lending more or less off-
set by a further cooling in housing loans. The central bank
has used the flexibility of the dinar’s peg to a currency
basket to increase interest rates on just four out of (the US
Fed’s) nine. This in turn means that policy may be loosened
less quickly when the cycle turns - thereby lowering the
credit impact.

Outlook stable but challenges remain
Kuwait’s large financial buffers provide a cushion

against any possible adverse external shock. However, with
budget deficits widening against an unstable oil price out-
look, and in the absence of meaningful fiscal reforms that
reduce current spending (the wage and subsidy bill) and
lift revenues, savings in the GRF will dwindle and could be

depleted in the medium term. Foreign investors and credit
rating agencies would view this unfavorably. Improving the
business environment and boosting private sector growth
to create jobs for the increasing number of young Kuwaitis
entering the labor force would offset some of the risks and
put Kuwait on a sustainable path. 


